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Although smaller companies can operate from single rooms or start-up cafes, larger counterparts usually occupy entire or different buildings, for that matter. And small businesses also work from areas that someone else needs to oversee. For these companies, it is important that the building in which they are located is in
the factory. Therefore, knowing how to create a checklist for building inspection is a crucial part of the know-how of any property structure or manager. We've already provided general guidelines for creating large checklists, but this blog post introduces more specific ideas. Here is a list of the most common violations of
building inspection and advice on how to improve the situation. 1. Corridors, corridors, corridors, stairs In general, all types of corridors should be free from furniture that may possibly hinder people from leaving a space. However, if such a violation takes place, the next step is to move the furniture to more suitable places.
Do not hesitate to ask for help if necessary. 2. Exits This should be clear to everyone: the exit areas should always be cleared so that in the event of an accident or accident, people are able to escape the scene. So make sure there's nothing to hinder the way out. 3. Cleaning All building areas and office spaces must be
kept in order and in sanitary conditions. It is also important to protect power and data cables from clutter. 4. Exit lights Make sure the lights are clearly visible and the light is operational. 5. Fire doors Be aware of the fire doors that should be closed. Normally, fire doors tend to lead to a ladder. They should not be open as
this could have serious consequences in the event of a fire in the building. 6. Office rooms There shouldn't be too many chairs or people in one office at a time. The maximum amount of people is based on the number of exit ports in that space. Too many chairs can prevent people from leaving the room in an emergency.
It is strongly recommended to evaluate the capacity of each building and office space. 7. Open flames Have clear instructions if candles and other open flame products or devices are allowed in the building and what are the specific requirements in case of use. 8. Electric/mechanical rooms As the name implies, electric
and mechanical rooms are designed for their purpose. They are not extra storage space and therefore no chairs, tables or other furniture should be stored in such rooms. 9. Electrical cables Make sure that there are no stumbling hazards and that the cables are not easily damaged. This includes not tying cables together
or accepting any homemade electrical work. 10. Sockets sockets must be well operational and include a cover plate. 11. Electrical panels It is recommended to have a distance of 36 inches (~91 cm) around the entire electrical panel 12. Fire extinguishers Fire extinguishers must be accessible and the actual position well
indicated. They must be inspected monthly and annually. 13. Sprinklers No storage or other objects should be placed within 24 inches (~60 cm) of a ceiling and 18 inches (~45 cm) from a sprinkler head for them to function properly. 14. Chemicals All chemicals must be labelled accordingly to avoid any misuse of the
chemical. Remove all unlabeled chemical containers. Great! Now you know how to build large checklists for building inspections. But if you want to broaden your understanding to cover why, check out our new vuca framework blog series. Here we talk about volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity, which create
the modern competitive landscape that all industries are facing. We are a technology company with a passion for helping our customers adapt to the rapidly changing VUCA world. We are doing this by developing easy-to-use SaaS products that make collecting, managing, and analyzing field information as easy as
possible for end users. Remove guardians, go horizontal, and learn from your mistakes before they actually happen. Learn more about planbrothers.io. Published on November 3, 2020 Building maintenance is an early procedure performed by the facility's maintenance teams to regularly care for the roofs, HVAC, lighting,
exterior and interior and plumbing of buildings and keep them in good working condition for occupants. Maintenance issues left unchecked can turn into additional operating costs, avoidable health and safety breaches, and lose good business due to bad reputation. A building maintenance checklist helps facility
managers and maintenance supervisors oversee the maintenance of a facility to make sure it's safe and that daily operations are smooth. Take advantage of mobile-ready building maintenance checklists to never lose another maintenance check, proactively resolve detected issues, and maintain structural management
standards. Cost-effective solution for maintenance issuesManaing maintenance managers often has difficulty controlling overall operating costs and daily performance, keeping records, and analyzing building maintenance report data. iAuditor, the world's most powerful mobile inspection app, can be a cost-effective
maintenance management system to help you easily identify prolong resource life and prevent critical system failures. Include photos in your report for the day. Preview the sample report. Urgent repairs can be assigned on site and receive the status of delegated tasks. Never miss another scheduled maintenance check
and get notified if inspections are about to begin. Easily track all completed and un completed inspections by accessing a platformUse for free with small teams. Unlimited reports and storage for premium accounts. what what the condition of your facility? Is that something you check regularly? If not, it's time to get
started. Workplace safety and the comfort of your employees are essential for smooth operations and government compliance. If you don't perform regular inspections of facilities, you can ignore workplace risks that put employees at risk and violate OSHA regulations. The best way to monitor the working environment is
to perform regular maintenance inspections with the help of a checklist for inspection of facilities. It's a great job overseeing the care and condition of a building, but doing it the right way makes your job easier. Why perform plant maintenance inspections? Your property is an evolving environment. Things move, wear out,
take damage or disperse. If you are not inspecting your facility, how will you know when something is improperly stacked in the warehouse, is there a leak near some electrical wires or your staff is working in inadequate lighting? New dangers and annoyances can arise at any time, and as a manager or owner of the
facility, you need to know them so that you can solve them. Performing regular maintenance inspections helps you identify existing and potential issues before something goes wrong. Some issues may be safety risks, while some may be more about comfort, but both are important to help everyone enjoy the working day.
No one wants to work for a negligent employer, and employee morale sinks when workers know their safety and comfort is being ignored. Creating a pleasant work environment is a key responsibility of employers and helps your workers do their jobs better. Fixing security risks also saves business money that might
otherwise go to the worker's comp or be lost while an employee is on medical leave. You can budget for future repairs or replacements by noting when things are starting to get old and wear out. Some hazards could even put the entire structure at risk. You don't want the building to catch fire, flood or suffer another
emergency on your watch! Finally, an inspection of the OSHA facility, which is done with regulations in mind, will tell you if you are violating any OSHA or other government rules and will save you the headache of receiving a citation or fine. How often do inspections of facilities need to be carried out? Plant maintenance
inspections must be carried out at least once a quarter. Depending on your specific work environment, you may also monthly inspection of the property or even a weekly or daily inspection of the property. This does not necessarily mean that you have to do a full inspection so frequently. Often, a version outside of your
quarterly inspection is appropriate for monthly, weekly, and daily inspections. Just make sure you have separate checklists for inspection of facilities for each type of inspection so that the right things are reviewed. You need an inspection of the structure Perhaps I would rite that as a facility manager or owner you will be
able to spot problems as you walk through the property. Maybe you can, but your inspections will be more effective if you use a checklist for inspection of facilities. A checklist ensures you don't miss anything during the inspection. It takes mental work out of looking for problems by telling you what to control. You can mark
things as you go so you don't forget your place if you get distracted. A checklist also documents which inspections have been performed and whether a problem is new or is in progress. Finally, maybe you're an expert, but if you're out and need someone else to perform the inspection, they can do it easily with your
checklist. What should be on your checklist for inspection of facilities? Your facility inspection checklist should include all the different areas and items that need to be reviewed in your facility. These should be things that are regulated or that could pose a risk if they don't work properly. Each structure should customize its
checklist to your needs, but here are some common elements to include in yours if you're creating a checklist for first-time facility inspection or looking to revamp the existing one. Check for damage to: Floors. Walls. Doors. Windows. Ceilings. Look for obstacles that hinder safe movement through your facility in:
Bathrooms. Kitchens. Loading docks. Offices. Storage areas. Workstation. Check that there is no trash around and that the bins are not overflowing. Make sure there are no spills. Make sure the floors are swept/vacuumed/mopped. See that the lights are working and that there are spare bulbs in: Bathrooms. Kitchens.
Loading docks. Offices. Storage areas. Workstation. Make sure the ventilation of the warehouse is working. Check pallet supply and proper storage. Have the storage or inventory corridors marked. Make sure the corridors are wide enough. Look for damage to the storage rack. Make sure the items are stacked securely.
Make sure all vehicles work. Check that all forklifts are working. You see the vehicles have fuel. Confirm the location of all vehicle keys. Check that the dock doors are working. Review the inventory and condition of safety equipment, for example: Eye protection. Foot protection. High visibility clothing. Hard hats. Safety
gloves. Confirm the location and condition of all tools. Ensure that all the necessary reasons are provided for the and cables. Make sure that the electrical receptacles, control and switching panels and switches are labeled and work. Verify that all flammable liquids are in safely approved, labelled and stored containers.
Make sure that the fire extinguishers are in place and have been inspected on schedule. Check that the fire irrigation system is tested and working. Find that first aid kits are readily available and stored. Make some emergency output signals present and working. Verify Verification the reception area has adequate
supplies. Make sure the offices have adequate supplies. Confirm that the water cooler has a lot of water and is clean. Make sure the bathrooms are fully stocked. Check that everything in the bathrooms works, including: Dispenser. Hand dryers. Sinks. Toilet. Make sure the kitchen is fully stocked. Check that the
appliances and kitchen fixtures work, including: Dishwasher. Waste disposal. Kettles. Microwave. Refrigerators. Sinks. Stoves. Making it easier to inspect facilities Keeping the facility in good condition is a great job. Performing a normal plant maintenance inspection with a plant inspection checklist simplifies the work. 
Working with an experienced commercial cleaning company also go a long way.  Let CSG help you keep your property in great condition. Whether you need cleaning services, floor polishing services, or other cleaning services, we help you maintain an immaculate and safe work environment for your employees and
visitors.  We serve customers in a variety of industries and customize our work to meet your unique needs. Our loyal customers depend on us for our quality cleaning, responsiveness to needs and affordable rates.  If you are struggling to stay at the top of things in your facility, please contact CSG and we will discuss
which of our superior services will improve the condition of your property.  Share on Facebook Share on TwitterVidee on Linkedin Linkedin
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